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From the Commodore
Tod Bassham, Commodore
The spring weather was fuky, but the start of the SYSCO Symmer Series looks very promising: hot temps and
strong afternoon breeze. Time to get on the rail and hike hard.
While you are on the rail, look around at your fellow sailors. Assuming a crew of seven, and further assuming
all seven have a Y chromosome, then at least one of your fellow crewmembers (maybe you, alas) will get
prostate cancer. That’s right: one in every seven men. That’s the reality.
The only known cure is to get on the rail and hike harder. No, sorry, wish it were that simple. There is no
cure, yet. But there is promising research. And SYSCO is partnering with the Prostate Cancer Foundation
(PCF) to raise $10,000, with your help, to fnd a cure. To that end, SYSCO is sponsoring two races, the June
19, 2015 Beer Can and the June 20, 2015 Dual Bridge Duel, for the PCF fundraiser.
The best way to participate is to set up a boat challenge. Simply go to:
https://give.athletesforacure.org/portland/events/sysco-prostate-cancer-races-2015/e50759
... to set up an account for your boat, and challenge other boats in your feet to beat your and crew’s
donation. The winner will be announced at the post-DBD barbecue. You can also send a check payable to
the Prostate Cancer Foundation, c/o SYSCO, PO Box 5502, Portland OR 97228. Finally, SYSCO and
Columbia Crossings are donating the contents of the tip jar to PCF, so if you fnd yourself at the barbecue
satisfed with life and the free burgers provided by our host Columbia Crossings, toss a Benjamin or two into
the tip jar for a good cause.
Don’t forget that the June 19 Beer Can is a special pirate-themed edition. Anybody water-cannoning the
committee will be automatically DSQ’d, but any other boat is fair game. The après-race social function will
be at the Sextant.
June 20 is, of course, the solstice, the longest day of the year, which is the perfect day to celebrate Sailstice,
the worldwide festival of sailing, by spending a beautiful day on the river racing in the Dual Bridge Duel.
Each boat will receive a special commemorative coffee mug, plus the fun of participating in the year’s most
unusual and challenging race. The overall winner will carry home the coveted Columbia Crossings Cup, an
ancient wooden bowl from Hawaii, allegedly with the magical power to prevent prostate cancer. Lots going
on! Don’t miss the fun. Register for the DBD at sailpdx.org.
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From the Rear
Warren Dalby, Rear Commodore
The Spring Series is all wrapped up and it turned out to be feast or famine with the wind. The Tuesday racers
lost three nights to breathless conditions. Of the two Tuesdays that did get races off, one was so breezy that
there were all sorts of bruises, blood letting and broken stuff. The Thursday evening feets were better off and
able to get around the course on four of the fve evenings. We now seem to have arrived at the more normal
summer pattern of afternoon northwesterlies. These consistent conditions make this part of the sailing world
hard to beat in July and August. I hope we all can take advantage of the ideal conditions while they last. The
summer is a feeting paradise here.
Finally, a Beer Can race with a theme. SYSCO hosts the Friday, June 19th, PCF Beer Can race and we are
encouraging pirate attire on your boats. The start will probably be near Buoy 14, so those boats moored
downriver need to plan ahead for the extra time it takes to get upriver by 6:30. We are hoping this themed
approach is a bunch of fun and that OWSA will continue the idea for their race on August 8th.
I know the people on my boat light up at the mention of pirate or prom themed races.
Let’s enjoy ourselves out on the river. If we’re not having fun, what’s the point?
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Swiftsure Inshore Classic
Brian Barnett, Merit 25 - Runaway
Swiftsure is a fabulous set of races. Competitors from three metro areas and many smaller cities converge to
enjoy the hospitality of the beautiful city of Victoria. Mariners have sailed from the Inner Harbor to navigate
the waters in all directions for more than a century. Most of us who have raced Swiftsure know it as a race
through Race Rocks to a turn around point that is appropriate for the boat and the return trip ending some
time during the night.
There is one other course that has interested me for many years. It is the ffth and fnal start of Swiftsure. The
course is not known by the competitors until minutes before the frst start begins their sequence and the
course doesn’t pass Race Rocks. It stays closer to land which seems more picturesque and has more tricky
currents. It is the Inshore Classic.
You may be thinking that the inshore racers are the slow boats. From talking to participants, they are the
skippers who want to have cocktails at a reasonable hour after a good race. The PHRF listing started at 3 with
a Santa Cruz 50. It includes a bevy of Melges 24s and various J’s. Then it ran the gambit of boats. It is pretty
easy to fnd a similarly rated boat to set your sights on with 47 boats, three categories and four divisions.
There is even a no-fy category for those with funny pants.

We began our planning last November. Dave Paligo decided that he wanted to do the race with his Merit 25.
Dave took on safety and logistics and I took on the easier task of trying to fgure out how we could win the
race. If you don’t want to read to the end, you should know that Dave did a better job than I did.
Preparation was important. The team created a website to coordinate activities and scheduled meetings to
periodically review the plans and train. We practiced our MOB skills, deployed life vests to see if they work,
sailed with jack lines and rotated positions. Everyone got time using iNavX to navigate and time at the tiller.
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Swiftsure Offshore Classic continued ...
One discovery of testing safety gear was that we had two pieces that failed. One vest deployed about a third
of the way before the zipper snagged and didn’t let the CO2 bag infate. The other problem was an O ring on
a tether that was not rugged enough to allow the wearer to pull the pin when the tether was under tension.
Check everything.
Then the journey began. Our goal was to race on the Columbia Tuesday evening May 19th and again
Tuesday May 26th. The frst Tuesday race didn’t happen due to a lack of wind. We delivered Runaway to
Schooner Creek and took the mast down. Easy. Wednesday morning, Dave and I picked up Runaway and
were on the road by 9:00am. The people at Schooner Creek don’t just work hard. They are part of the team
and sent us off properly.
The route up I5 is often called the Oregon Inshore. We were a few days behind Free Bowl of Soup. We
splashed the boat at Port Angeles Wednesday afternoon and raised the mast that evening. Thursday morning
was foggy as we pushed off. We were glad to have multiple radios to monitor traffc as we began the fve or
six hour crossing.
Once near Victoria, there was plenty of light, so we decided to run the second half of last years race in order
to get familiar with the small islands making up the SE corner of Vancouver Island. They are beautiful and full
of fun currents that Columbia River sailors can appreciate. The winds bend as they go around the islands and
headlands.
Our delivery got more interesting as evening arrived and stiff winds with short steep seas made it impossible
for us to get around Trial Island. We thought we might be going about it wrong so we turned back to the lee
of the island to discuss plan B. A boat over 30 feet tried the same thing and was turned back too. Fortunately
the boat was a local boat and knew the way around the back of Trial Island. So we followed them. I cannot
recommend trying it without some guidance. The current is very strong and there are shallows and rocks.
Friday was flled with boat prep, greeting Karissa and Heather from the Black Ball ferry and attending the
skippers meeting. We fnished the day with our team dinner at a nice Italian restaurant across from our
timeshare.
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Swiftsure Offshore Classic continued ...
Race Day was fabulous. We loaded up on coffee and healthy food. Our slip was halfway out of the Inner
Harbor from where most boats had tied up. So we joined them in line. It was great to see other Portland
boats such as Rage, Cool Change, WyEast, Anam Cara, Free Bowl of Soup, Evermoore and boats I have raced
against in the past. All of us getting ready for the start. Everyone with butterfies in their stomachs. Nearly
200 boats in fve starts. The Canadian naval ship marks the start of each race with an explosion from its gun.
Search Vimeo for Free Bowl’s video.
The tide was going out at the start which we on the Columbia know how to negotiate. Port was heavily
favored. It seemed like half the boats crossed on Starboard and the other half on Port which made it
interesting. Our frst mark was right outside of the Inner Harbor, Brotchie Ledge Marker. We then sailed to
Penner Bay Navy Bouy located just inside of Race Rocks. We held our own to the frst mark. Then we stayed
left to get current as we made our way to Penner. It worked out very well for us. We estimated a half mile
lead on a local boat with the same PHRF of 186. The downwind leg was to the East of Trial Island and
fnishing in Cadboro Bay at RVYC. It was a long leg with a course through the little islands of Oak Bay. The
rhumb line, roughly a NE course, gave us the best VMG. We saw most of our competitors head East of the
rhumb line. We saw the boat with the same PHRF head North of the rhumb line. We seemed to be doing
well and it seemed like good tactics to hedge. The truth was that they were setting up for their approach to
Trial Island. That island with the strong current on its back side. We learned that the current bends to a
course of SW as it leaves Trial Island. One should plan to be either North of it or East of it. By the time it was
all reconciled, we were about half a mile behind our fellow 186 boat and only slightly behind the boats that
had gone East. There were many behind us too. But they all seemed to be in front at that time. Once past
Trial Island, everyone had their favorite way around the little islands. Some went for brute force against the
current. Some traded lighter air for lighter current. At least one other planted their boat on a rocky little
island (they still made it with their boat to the party). As we entered Cadboro Bay from Oak Bay, we sparred
with another boat in close quarters as we approached the fnish. Runaway won by one and a half boat
lengths. We found out later that it was the best fnish to watch, which is a nice consolation given 5th out of
12 in our division and 23rd out of 47 overall.
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Swiftsure Offshore Classic continued ...
Then the hospitality began. The dockmaster found slips for everyone. They had a tough job. A little patience
paid off. We tied up to a local C&C 110 and received a very warm welcome. They had fnished 2nd in their
division and set the tone for us. It was no longer race time. It was party time. The bar was open and the
place was flled with fun people. The BBQs were tempting everyone with burgers, chicken breasts and
salmon fllets to put on buns. Awards were given and the party kept going. We were happy with our results
given the one mistake, See, I told you that Dave did a better job at his tasks.

We took a taxi back to the timeshare. We had done it. We were happy, relieved and exhausted. So then we
put the Swiftsure race tracker website on the big screen TV. Sure enough, you could see the boats fnish and
minutes later they would motor past our Westerly view of the harbor. I didn’t rest completely that night as I
kept checking on our Portland boats who were still out there. I checked from bed of course.
There isn’t much point in telling the rest of the story. In case you are wondering, we made it back to Portland
on our targeted Tuesday. Rage had beat us back by about 13 hours. Schooner Creek splashed Runaway and
we got third in our evening race. As far as we are concerned, it was a team victory.
We couldn’t have done it without the help of the Portland sailing community and the wonderful people at
Royal Victoria Yacht Club. Thank you.
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Prostate Cancer Foundation – Beneft Boat Challenges
Mike O'Bryant
SYSCO is combining two races next weekend to beneft prostate cancer research, targeting $10,000 in
contributions through Boat Challenges and personal donations.
And, Providence Health Plan is leading the charge as Title Sponsor.
SYSCO PCF Beer Can Race, June 19, Start time 6:30 pm
SYSCO Dual Bridge Duel Race, June 20, Start time 2:00 pm
Skippers, crew, family and friends are encouraged to make a tax deductible donation to PCF by
challenging other boats on the water with your “all-crew” donations. PCF will track donations by boat.
Here’s how to set up an account to track your boat’s donations: go to
http://give.athletesforacure.org/sysco2015. Hit the “Become a Fundraiser” button and register your boat. Then
ask your crew, friends and family to go to your personal fundraising website to help you meet your
fundraising goal.
You can also make personal checks payable to “Prostate Cancer Foundation” and mail the check(s) to:
SYSCO
P.O. Box 5502
Portland, OR 97228
… or turn your check in at the PCF booth at the social gathering after the race. Just use the boat name as you
contribute.
Join us after Saturday’s race for a social gathering at the Columbia Crossings Tomahawk Bay Lawn for good
food (BYOB) and fnd out if you win the Boat Challenge and win the $100 gift card from West Marine.
In addition to Providence Health Plan, sponsors are Cairn Investment Group, Schooner Creek BoatWorks,
Waagmeester Canvas Products, North Sails Loft and Channel’s Edge.
For more information or questions, contact Mike O’Bryant at obryants@comcast.net.
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Board Meeting Minutes
Gary Bruner, for Don Woodhouse
The meeting was held June 1, 2015 at Elmer's Delta
Park. Commodore Tod called the meeting to order
promptly at 7 PM. Present were: Tod Bassham, Nat
Powning, Bruce Newton, Jan Burkhart, George
Brown, Bill Sanborn, David Paligo and Gary Bruner.
Budget
Treasurer Bruce reported that we are on schedule to
stay on budget for the year. We are about $200
behind on projected membership dollars, but have
collected $470 in other race income. We are still
expecting some misc. income from a variety of
sources. The only expense of late has been $100 to
Donaldson’s for Pancho fuel. Since we have saved
$2000 by not having a paid PRO this year, it’s
projected we will fnish the year in the black.
Racing
Race Captain Nat Powning reports that there are a
number of folks racing who have not yet paid for the
requisite OCSA membership, paid by buying a
printed racebook, or buying the online version of
same. Some discussion revolved around the question
of whether or not SYSCO should be enforcing OCSA
membership payment, but the board assured
members that SYSCO had agreed to this when OCSA
went to an electronic option. Nat has been sending
reminders to folks and will soon start scoring folks
DSQ if they are not paid. Nat has had some
frustration with OCSA membership info not being
posted in a timely fashion.
The next big event besides the start of the Summer
Series soon will be the Dual Bridge Duel and Prostate
Cancer Fundraiser on Saturday, June 20, and a Pirate
Night Beercan race the Friday night prior. Nat says
some banners are being sold to prospective sponsors
to help with fundraising. Nat will be checking with
Mike O’Bryant about details about who is making
those banners or fags.

function after the Pirate Night beercan and Merit
Mayhem race(s). Tod will check with Columbia
Crossings to see if they need our assistance cooking the
food on Saturday. Tod has purchased 48
commemorative glasses for the DBD, complete with
engraved date.
The Catalina 22 Nationals are coming to Portland in
July and SYSCO has promised help with that, however
details are unclear about just what SYSCO has
committed to. Nat and Tod will talk to Cat 22 Fleet
Captain Don Woodhouse in order to clarify. Evidently,
Kerry Poe of North Sails will serve as PRO, but we are
not sure if he will be providing fags, a mark boat, a
committee boat and RC committee on his own from the
Columbia Gorge Racing Association or whether SYSCO
will be in on that.
Membership
Chair Jan Burkhart reported that we now have 117
memberships. The board approved the membership of
Associate Michael Flecha from Glenoma, WA.
Cruising
Bill Sanborn reported that about 300-400 feet of boats
were rafted up in Martin Pond over the Memorial Day
weekend. He said they had a great time, and
reminded everyone of the Delta Cruise scheduled for
July 25 at Martin Pond (begins when you arrive!).
The meeting was adjourned shortly after 8 PM.
Submitted by Gary Bruner (for Don Woodhouse,
Secretary)

Columbia Crossings will provide the barbecue food
after the DBD on Saturday, and it was decided to
meet at the Sextant on Friday night for a social
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Dates to Remember

Dual Bridge Duel
Registration Deadline
June 18th, 14:00

PCF Beneft Beer Can
Race
June 19th, 18:30

Dual Bridge Duel
June 20th, 14:00

Delta Cruise
July 25th
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